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AC1  Collections of monographs. Essays
AC4  American. English: Minor collections: Early works through 1850

AE1  Encyclopedias
AE2  Encyclopedic works
AE25  Modern encyclopedias. By language: French

AG5  Dictionaries and other general reference works

AM1  Museums. Collectors and collecting
AM5  General works
AM7  General special
AM11  Description and history of museums
AM49  By region or country: Europe: Germany
AM101  Individual museums. By place (A-Z)

AM111  Museology. Museum methods. Technique
AM121  Organization. Management
AM151  The collections: Exhibition: General works

AP2  Periodicals

AS6  Academies and learned societies
AS36  By region or country
AS94  Europe
AS142  Czechoslovakia. Czech Republic: Individual societies and institutions. By city (A-Z)
AS155  France
AS161  Learned periodicals
AS162  Individual societies and institutions. By city (A-Z)
AS182  Germany: Individual societies and institutions. By city (A-Z)
AS182.H435  Heidelberg
AS182.M232  Mainz
AS182.M823  München
AS242  Belgium: Individual societies and institutions. By city (A-Z)
AS244  Netherlands (Holland): Individual societies and institutions. By city (A-Z)
AS244.A512  Amsterdam
AS281  Scandinavia
AS284  Sweden

AZ101  History of scholarship and learning. The humanities
AZ101  Philosophy. Theory
AZ201  History
AZ321  By period: Middle Ages

For more information visit our website www.ru.nl/library and click on the Need help? button or ask for help at the service desk.